
Summary

We want to present grating stimuli and natural images in the same recording session, in 
a interleaved manner by having a single folder with both images.

Current problem: 
When we construct gratings and images as RGBA png files and and present it in Mworks 
the contrast is not smooth (slide 2). 

Things we’ve tried:

-The images look fine if we use a different app to visualize (slide 3)

-The built-in gratings with the same mean/std look fine (slide 4)

-If we construct RGB images add a gaussian mask in mwel (using layers) the contrast is 
still not smooth (slide 5).



bunnies6-RGBA.xml gives weird grating since 2022-10 (at latest)

This is a screenshot of how the constructed 
grating looks like in mworks

Using different gaussian mask (alpha channel of 
RGBA png) mean and std (see mask_mean and 
mask_std in grating construction code) for the 
constructed grating on left vs right side:

Left: mask_mean = 0.1, mask_std = 0.3985
Right: mask_mean = 0.1, mask_std = 0.3
Gaussian mask visualized in 3D: bottom row

Find xml (mwel converted from xml gives the same 
stimulus presentation), constructed grating, and grating 
construction code here: link

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1TJoOnsZkR8KDe-NoPOEVE8m5J45hxODh?usp=sharing


Constructed grating looks fine in other apps, but not mworks

This is how the constructed grating (left and 
right side corresponding to the previous slide) 
looks when copied as a png and pasted to 
google slides

The background color is set to be the same as 
the screenshot background color in the previous 
slide: RGB [188,188,188] or hex #BCBCBC

Maybe mworks is rendering the alpha channel of 
png in a way we didn’t expect



built-in grating of mworks looks fine with .mwel

2023-01
twoStim_2P_Frames.mwel

Find xml and mwel here: link

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Ndj_UNcNx-AabUsfQr6_61hUpEjHJlCd?usp=sharing


Using layer-mask function in mworks still results in weird grating

Png placed in `Image` folder: this is the 
constructed grating with only RGB channels, but 
without the alpha channel / gaussian mask

Screenshot of what is shown in mworks

Find mwel, constructed grating, and grating construction code here: link

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Vg6Ctt2YUQq8fVCNUK5EcVHro2cYef3H?usp=sharing


Using layer-mask function in mworks; see parameters in code

Find mwel, constructed grating, and grating construction code here: link

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Vg6Ctt2YUQq8fVCNUK5EcVHro2cYef3H?usp=sharing

